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An 
Encyclopaedia of English Linguistics The Oxford 
Companion to the English Language, Abridged Edition

The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the English Language 
Longman Dictionary of English Language and 

Culture
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I I I I THEORETICALTHEORETICALTHEORETICALTHEORETICAL    PARTPARTPARTPART    
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1.1 Basic Notions1.1 Basic Notions1.1 Basic Notions1.1 Basic Notions    

lexicology

1.1.11.1.11.1.11.1.1    LexicLexicLexicLexicologyologyologyology     to other branches of to other branches of to other branches of to other branches of     
        linguisticslinguisticslinguisticslinguistics    

Lexicology linked to phonetics and phonology. 
pronunciation

spelling

s i:z
axis axes

pin pit sin n sing
cat kh – fat f – mat m – pat p  – 

that ð

 Lexical morphology.
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morphéme
phoneme, lexeme styleme

morphé

affixe affixus

 Lexicology and syntax. 

 Lexical semantics. 

 Lexicology linked to stylistics. 

Selected Chapters on English Lexical 
Semantics
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• abdomen – tummy
• talk, discuss – chat

spiel
• laugh  – giggle
• . pass away

depart – die – 
kick the bucket

bite the dust
• parturition delivery

childbirth birth
• vertebral column spine

backbone, back
• anus, rectum – bottom, buttocks, 

behind derrière –
butt, booty/bootie  – 

arse/ass

higher style
felicity lower style

rump

The English 
Word, English Stylistics
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happiness

red tape ebrary, 
militainment, vape

belly stomach

Lexicology linked to pragmatics. 

Lexicology linked to sociolinguistics. 

register sociolect

Sociolect sociology + 
dialect
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nothing

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.2222    MotivationMotivationMotivationMotivation    

linguistic
extra-linguistic

 Linguistic causes

unhappiness happiness
happy

teapot
tea pot 

Rudiments
morphological motivation

washing machine
washer -er

father
father
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Grexit 
Greece exit the Web

World Wide Web
donate

donation 

Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
The EU the European Union

blog
clone

 Extra-linguistic causes

naming needs

World Wide 
Web + log 

kl n
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belfie, infotainment, militainment, selfie, spam, telfie
airbag, laptop, notebook, ramer, raser, server

camcorder, tablet, webcam blogger, hacker
hipster

blog 

blogger, blogging,  to blog
-er to…

-ing Onomatopoeic words 

• bow-wow, buzz, miaow swish
splash

•

•
• boom bang

•

bow-wow  hav-
hav bang-bang
pif-paf

miaow meow 
m au
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1.1.2.1 Motivating/ed units 

Table 1
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1.1.2.2 Actual vs potential words 

. 

pure 
purify

purification
purificational purificationalism

antipurificationalistically

pure
purify  purification  purificational

actual words
purificationalism antipurificationalistically

potential

overgenerating 
capacity

stealer, ungood, unbig
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-ar, -or, -er
stealer steal + -er

thief

uncool uncool 
cars25, uncool haircut, to be (very) uncool

 
1.1.2.3 Neologisms 

Top Gear

Flexible stability
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neologism

created for new things 
irrespective of their scale of importance

app, infotainment, mobbing
ad hoc 

the noughties

harassment 
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google, podcast, skype

Brangelina, lol, selfie, vape

neologism 

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.3333    Building unitsBuilding unitsBuilding unitsBuilding units    

application app, doctor doc
laboratory lab
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langue

parole
langue 

Parole

langue
 linguistic turn

parole

langue parole langage 

parole 

Cours de linguistique générale/Course in 
General Linguistics Kurs obecné lingvistiky

D jiny lingvistiky 
Ferdinad de saussure a vznik strukturální lingvistiky

Ferdinand de Saussure (1857–1913) Jazykovedný 
asopis/Journal of Linguistics, Vol. 64, No 2

discourse prehovor
vrava mluva langage speech 
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langue
Saussurian paradox

How can interlocutors 
(language speakers) use language effectively if language keeps 
on changing all the time at various (lexical, stylistic, etc.) 
levels? 

Table 2
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meaningful
lexical

1.1.3.1 Morpheme, morph, allomorph 
morphé

Morpheme an abstract minimal unit of 
meaning or grammatical function the 
morpheme is the smallest meaningful unit of meaning, 
lexical and/or grammatical In other words, it is the 
smallest semantic unit which is not further analysable
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lady, disagreeable
books

• lady la.dy

• disagreeable
dis.a.gree.a.ble

dis-agree-able
• books

book-s -s
  

Leonard Bloomfield
Language

The cats were 
sitting unhappily in the rain

The cat s were sit t ing un happy ly in the rain
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Joseph Vendryes Le Langage

morphemes
semantemes lexemes

the + CAT + s + (BE + past/plural) + SIT(T) + ing + 
un + HAPPY + ly + in + the + RAIN

The concrete physical realization of the morpheme is 
called a morph

allomorphs -
(e)s
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Figure 1

in- 
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Figure 2

im-, in-, in-
in-, 

 
Figure 3
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-or
accelerator -ar beggar, peddler

-er doer, 
leader, maker, singer, speaker, talker, washer, worker

ungovernability un-, 
govern, -abil, -ity

un-govern-abil-ity

govern-abil-un-ity

ity-un-abil-govern

abil-un-ity-govern

un-govern-ity-abil

1.1.3.2 Classification of morphemes  

Free morphemes

− Lexical morphemes
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do,
be, have

house, break down, pretty, today

blog, 
cyberspace, glamping, hacker, jeggins, malware, 
netspeak, phishing, sleeptracker, webinar
barebone, junk defriend, emit, hack, 

vape abso blood lute

prithee
− Functional morphemes

do  be
have

Bound morphemes

junk food 
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− Inflectional morphemes

-s/-es cats, 
boxes

barks, does ,
-er 

harder taller -er
car driver, 

singer, teacher writ screwdriver
cooker, washer

-est 
tallest

thou goest
-ed

displayed wanted
interested ,

-ing46

to go dancing frightening, 
interesting
painting

-ing/-ed

A boring teacher makes me feel bored I am interested in an 
interesting painting. Being among depressing people makes me feel 
depressed. A frightening film made me feel frightened yesterday.
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− Derivational morphemes

anti-age-ism de-colon-iza- 
-tion47  nation-al-iz-ation, un-happi-ness.

Table 3

an affix is an inflectional or derivational 
morpheme (i.e. bound morpheme)

root, base,  stem

vitamin, vital Arnold
 root “the ultimate constituent element 

which remains after the removal of all functional  and 
derivational affixes and does not admit any further 

colony colonal (de)colonalize colonalization decolonalization 
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analysis”49

-heart-
heart, hearten, dishearten, heartily, heartless, hearty, 

heartiness , sweetheart, heartbroken, kind-
hearted, wholeheartedly

 Root base derivational morphology
stem inflectional morphology

 root
act 

reactivation  -ceive receive  help unhelpfully
root word

root word 
simple word

complex words compound words
derivation

compounding root a form 
which is not further analysable, either in terms of 
derivational or inflectional morphology the 
fundamental part always present in a lexeme
untouchables touch -able

 un- -s

base base form 
sharpen sharp

dorsal51 dors-
sharp sharpen sharpen shapener sharp 

sharpen 
base word

chrbtový dorsal fin chrbtová plutva
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bound base colony colonal
(de)colonalize colonalization decolonalization

base

touchable
untouchable

touchable

 Stem

am -a-
ama- -s

amas -t amat

negative auditory 
negare audire 

negat- audit- negitive
audatory

stem
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untouchables
untouchable touched touch

    

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.4444    Principles and rulesPrinciples and rulesPrinciples and rulesPrinciples and rules    

 
1.1.4.1 Systemic relations 
Analogy in general 

time is like a river

time goes/runs 
fast/slowly Analogy in linguistics

pens words boxes

–(e)s

foot – 
feet, goose – geese, tooth – teeth

oo /u:/  ee /i:/
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Analogy in lexical morphology 

un- 
happy unhappy

unable, unacceptable, unbelievable, uncomfortable, unfair, 
unhelpful, unjust

unhelpfulness un-

dis- disbelief discomfort in-
inability  injustice

Anomaly in general 

Anomaly in linguistics 
This woman is the 

father of three pins

anomaly in lexical 
morphology 

Paradigm in general 
Paradigm in linguistics 

(morphology) 

An Encyclopaedia of English Linguistics 
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girl, girl’s, girls, 
girls’ 

bat – cat – fat – mat – pat – 
that /b.../ – /k.../ – /f.../ – /m.../, /p.../

I´ve seen … recently. 

I’ve seen a bat recently. I’ve seen a pat recently. 

I’ve seen a cat recently. I’ve seen fat recently. 

I’ve seen a mat recently. I’ve seen that recently. 

bat, cat, 
mat,  pat

fat that

æt

O

sets of elements are said 
to be in paradigmatic relation if they can “be substituted 
one for another in a given context”  Paradigm in lexical 
morphology 
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verb + -er

Figure 4

As one can infer from Figure 4, above there is a 
paradigmatic relation between the verbs do, teach, and
work, which all undergo the process of suffixation  in 
accordance with the valid rules of English WFP. 

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.4444.2 .2 .2 .2 Productivity vs blocking 

“those affixes and 
types of word-formation which are used to form new 
words in the period in question. The proof of productivity 
is the existence of new words coined by these means”56
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un- -
er

able 

able -y ably un- + able  unable able -ity
ability in- ability inability en- + able 

enable

stealer ungood
doer, 

maker, teacher
-er do, make, teach, 

steal

thief
unhappy, unusual, 

undone ungood
bad

stealer ungood
thief bad  blocking 

 “the nonoccurrence of one form due to the simple 

able able 
treatable, unbreakable, washable, 
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existence of another”

1.2 Word1.2 Word1.2 Word1.2 Word----formation formation formation formation     

•
•

Irina  
V. Arnold M. D. Kuznets

Štulajterová
Yule

Štekauer Essentials

An Introduction to the Study of the English 
Language
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Štekauer Rudiments
Fromkin

Katamba
Plag Štekauer

Bauer

Böhmerová  blends
Štekauer  conversion

derivation compounding conversion 
shortenings blending, 

clipping, acronyming coinage

class-changing
class- 

-maintaining

An Introduction to Language, Eighth 
Edition.  

the word Selected Chapters 
on English Lexical Semantics 
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1.2.1 1.2.1 1.2.1 1.2.1 DDDDerivationerivationerivationerivation    

derivatio/derivationis
rivus –

 Derivation
is based on the attachment

derivational morphemes to the root 
(morpheme) or base

a class-maintaining WFP

a class-changing WFP en- + able  enable 

Siegel

class I affixes
-al, -ate, -ic,  

-ion, -ity, -ive, -ous, -y
productivity

− 'product + -ive pro'ductive 

-ive

OCEL
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− pro'ductive + -ity produc'tivity 

-ity

class II affixes

-ful, -hood, -less, -ly, -like, -ness, -y

− pro'ductive + -ness  pro'ductiveness 

-ness

four basic types 
of derivational morphemes prefixes

infixes interfixes suffixes

1.2.1.1 Prefixation 

prefix
praefixum

agree
disagree doomed foredoomed kind
unkind read reread set preset

able enable courage
encourage/discourage
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forth- on into the future
forthcoming

forthcoming 
monograph/events/

Table 4
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1.2.1.2 Infixation 

Infix
infixus infigere/infixum

recumbent -m- 

abso-blooming-lutely, abso---lutely71, clash-ma-clash/ 
clishmaclash (  clash-clash ), edu-ma-

abso-bloody-lutely
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cation, fan-damn-tastick, flibberdegibbit, flig-ma-galy (flig-
me-jig), gobbledegook, kanga---roo

-ma- 
my -de- 

 
1.2.1.3 Interfixation 

and sun ’n’ sand ladies ’n’ 
gents rock ’n’ roll r’n’b 

• a Strip-a-gram
• i agriculture
• o biography

1.2.1.4 Suffixation 

Suffix
suffixum

selfie self + -ie

kanga-bloody-roo

sub- figere/fixum
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• productive suffixes -ful -less

-ful armful, bottleful, cupful, fistful, fruitful, helpful, 
houseful, joyful, lawful, painful, pocketful, roomful, 
tactful, useful, wistful

-less ageless, childless, countless, endless, heartless, 
helpless, lawless, lifeless, nameless, priceless, regardless, 
restless, speechless, spotless, tactless, timeless, useless, 
wireless

• non-productive suffixes -ledge knowledge.

Diminutives 

Diminutive diminutivus

• -en chicken
• -et cornet
• -ette

• -ey Janey
• -ie

-en oxen

cornet
an ice cream 

cone/cornet

-ette
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• -kin/-kins 
• -let : booklet, coverlet, cutlet, droplet, eaglet, eyelet, 

froglet, islet, owlet, piglet, rivulet  starlet , streamlet
• -ling darling duckling 

nestling, princeling
seedling suckling 

• -ock hillock
• -y

Billy Bill , Danny ,
Tommy Tom , Willy Will, Willie89 Twiggy90

bird

lad

nightdress nightgown

-let anklet, 
armlet, bracelet, circlet, wristlet

hamlet

underling -ling

suckling infant

-y/-ie/-ey

William

Daniel

willie
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daddy ,
granny/grannie, mummy smarty, 
doggy/doggie  kitty

English 
diminutive suffixes are not very productive

mini-: minibus, mini-car, mini-
crisis, mini-lecture , mini-skirt, 

• -ard: drunkard, dullard; 
• -let: starlet
• -ling: princeling, weakling; 
• -ster: gangster, youngster; 

Proper noun
Common noun: twig + -y

mummy and daddy
mum and dad

mommy/mom

dog 

cat kitten 

little chap poor devil
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• -ton: simpleton. 

 

Table 5
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joy 
-ful -ous

• joyful
joyful scene

• joyous a 
joyous heart/occasion/song

joyful
joyous

-ly joyfully joyously
-ness joyfulness joyousness

joyless
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• noun-forming suffixes: -age (breakage, mileage, 
storage), -al (arrival, refusal), -ance/-ence
(assistance, guidance, reference), -ant/-ent
(defendant, informant, student), -dom (boredom, 
dukedom, freedom), -ee (absentee, addressee, 
appointee, arrestee, consultee, employee, examinee, 
flirtee, grantee, interviewee, kissee, licencee, payee, 
sendee, trainee), -eer (profiteer), -er (writer, 
typewriter), -ess (lioness, tigress), -hood (manhood), 
-ing (building, meaning), -ion/-sion/-tion/-ation
(creation, rebellion, tension, explanation), -ism/-icism
(heroism, criticism), -ist (communist, novelist), -ment 
(development, government, replacement), -ness
(loudness, sadness, tenderness), -ship (friendship, 
membership, premiership, professorship, scholarship), 
-(i)ty (regularity, sonority, stupidity, cruelty);

a) abstract nouns: -age, -ance/-ence, -ancy/-ency, -dom, 
-hood, -ing, -ion/-tion/-ation, -ism, -ment, -ness,  
-ship, -th (depth, length, warmth), -ty;

b) personal nouns: -an (grammarian, historian), -ant/ 
-ent (servant, student), -arian (librarian, vegetarian),
-ee (escapee, examinee), -er/-ar/-or (porter, beggar, 
conductor, translator, inspector, inventor), -ician
(beautician, phonetician, technician), -ist (guitarist, 
linguist);
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c) feminine suffixes
: -ess (actress, adventuress, benefactress, 

countess, duchess, empress, Jewess, goddess, heiress, 
hostess, mistress, princess, prophetess, proprietress, 
shepherdess, stewardess, traitress, waitress)99, -ette 
(suffragette, usherette), -ine (heroine), -rix
(testatrix100)101.

• adjective-forming suffixes: -able/-ible/-uble
(comfortable, unbearable, treatable, washable, 
audible, comprehensible, flexible, irreversible, 
soluble102), -al (coastal, cultural, federal, formal, 
modal), -ic (alcoholic, Byronic, poetic, polysyllabic, 
tragic), -ical (ethical, grammatical, musical, 
poetical)103, -ant/-ent (pleasant, dependent), -ary
(planetary), -ate (affectionate), -ed/(-d) (bearded, 
broad-minded, kind-hearted, pig-headed, wooded),  
-ful (eventful, forgetful, plentiful), -ian (Dickensian),  
-ish (childish, eightish104, fiftyish105, selfish, snobbish, 
Swedish, yellowish), -ive (active, adoptive), -less
(hopeless, speechless, useless), -like (childlike, 
jellylike), -ly (brotherly, daughterly, fatherly, manly, 
motherly, queenly, womanly), -ous/ious (barbarous, 

testatrix testator

bride  – bridegroom widow 
 – widower

economic – 
economical, historic – historical. 
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dangerous, famous, synonymous, spacious, curious, 
gracious), -some (cuddlesome, lonesome, 
quarrelsome, tiresome, troublesome), -y (cloudy, 
curly, dirty, hairy, horsy106, sleepy);

• verb-forming suffixes: -ate (activate, facilitate, 
regulate), -er (glimmer), -en (blacken, broaden, 
darken, lengthen, quicken, ripen, shorten, strengthen), 
-fy/-ify (clarify, purify, speechify107, terrify), -ize108

(Americanize, emphasize, feminize, formalize, 
modernize, privatize, sermonize);

• adverb-forming suffixes: -ly (cleverly, coldly, hardly, 
shortly, slowly, strongly), -ward/-wards (downward, 
earthwards), -wise (clockwise, crosswise, lengthwise, 
likewise);

• numeral-forming suffixes: -fold (twofold), -teen
(fourteen), -th (seventh), -ty (sixty).

features typical of derivation

highly productive WFP
free and 

bound morphemes

his horsy appearance a horsy woman 
horsey
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autosemantic words

class-maintaining
class-changing

1.2.2 Compounding1.2.2 Compounding1.2.2 Compounding1.2.2 Compounding    

anyone, forget-me-not, inside, (the) 
European Union, (the) North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 
pickpocket, teapot
componere/compositum 

Eisenbahn

-i- agricultura -o- biographia

arc-en-ciel

grate-ciel

answerphone, blackbird, car park, daydream, pop 
group, teapot;
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heartbreaking, guilt-ridden, homesick, lonesome;
babysit, daydream, downsize, dry-clean, nickname, 

sandpaper;
good-naturedly, nevertheless, nowadays

anyone, everything, nobody, somebody;
forty-seven, two-thirds;

into, onto, upon,
although, whenever; 
bow-wow, clever-clever, easy-peasy, Good 

heavens!, goody-goody, lovey-dovey, hanky-panky, olde-
worlde, super-duper, tick-tock.109

Pronunciation of compounds. 

TEApot, BLACKbird
eMERgency plan, HOUSE 

party

the 
white house the WHITE House

iron bridge IRONbridge

teapot iron bridge 
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• ORange juice
órange júice

• KEY position kéy 
posítion

blackbird

BLACKbird teapot 
a black BIRD

blackboard, bluebird, brownstone, 
greenhouse, paleface, redcoat, redskin, whitecap

Blackburn, Greenland, Greystoke, 
Redpath, the White House, Whitehouse

Orthography (spelling) of compounds. 

• solid compounds teapot blackbird
• hyphenated compounds body-blow ,

bridge-builder, mud-walled
• open compounds Army depot, coffee cup

'body blow noun

1
Having all her research notes stolen 

was a real body blow for her. 2
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1. Vernacular compounds teapot blackbird

2. (Neo)Classical compounds  agriculture biography

commander-in-chief, man-at-arms, man of the church, 
mother-to-be111, father-in-law

Compound nouns 

  

a) Endocentric compound 
• determinans – 

determinatum

bedroom 
blackbird documentary 

expectant mother mother-to-be
preggo pregnant
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drama motor race
table-tennis

• semantic head
• whole head 

element

b) Exocentric compound 
•
•

•

•

• blockhead, cutthroat, head-
hunter112, highbrow, killjoy, pickpocket, redskin, 
turncoat113 turnstone, wagtail
catchfly, cut-finger, forget-me-not, heal-all, kill-

lamb breakwater, make-way, red tape, 
turnpike

• semantic head
•

Head-hunter

head-
hunters

Turncoat 
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headache , rainfall 

warning sign 
know-all 

killjoy 

 carpet-shampoo 
risk-taking hair-dryer 

 junk food 

 raincoat 
ashtray

 chair leg, fingertip 

Compound adjectives 

English-speaking 
confidence-boosting heart-broken 

far-reaching 
home-made

top-heavy 

paper-thin 
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fat-free user-
friendly 

royal-blue, light-green, 
bittersweet

Compound verbs:  

•

•

to daydream, to blackmail, to wait-list
•

babysit babysitting
babysitter chain-smoke chain-smoker, dry-

clean dry-cleaning, head-hunt head-hunter, 
housekeep housekeeper housekeeping, sight-
see sightseeing, spring-clean spring-
cleaning shoplift shoplifting shoplifter

Derivational compounds

•
first-night, broken-heart -er/-ed

er ed
• eye-opener book-binding

•
water-skiing water ski + -ing water + 

skiing
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non-acceptability non- + acceptability 
non-acceptable +  -ility

Paraphrase patterns. 
susceptibility

to paraphrase
teapot

for of 
armchair flowerpot

goatskin bank 
clerk 

London goods

•
•
•

steamboat

steam
boat sheepdog

silk merchant car factory
honeybee
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Compound names. 
Sutton

Shakespeare

Wellington boot

Balaclava helmet 

wellingtons wellies balaclavas

Recursion (recursiveness). 

recursion recursiveness
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Table 6

Reduplication reduplication/reduplicationis 

“the repetition of the base of a word in part or in its 
entirety”

bow-wow, crawley-
mawley, dilly-dally, ding-dong, dingle-dangle,  flip-flop, 
goody-goody/goodie-goodie, hanky-panky, harum-scarum, 
helter-skelter, higgledy-piggledy, hoity-toity, hubbub, hugger-
mugger, hurly-burly, itsy-bitsy, mumbo-jumbo, nitty-gritty, 
pat-pat, piggy-wiggy, ping-pong, pit-a-pat, pitter-patter, pooh-

Essentials
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pooh, roly-poly, shilly-shally, sing-song, tap-tap-tap, teeny-
weeny, tick-tack-toe, tick-tock, tittle-tattle, tip-top, tootsy-
wootsy, tozy-mozy, walkie-talkie, wee-wee, wishy-washy, 
zigzag

Compounds in context. 

a man with a red beard a 
red-bearded man Redbeard

Eric Redbeard

twee t le  
you

f i gh t
bat t l e

pudd le
pudd le  

padd les  

paddl e  

bot t l e
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bot t l e  
muddle

Fox  in  Socks

Creative compound paradigms (patterns, models). 

Hart to 
Hart

drug abuse

alcohol abuse, child abuse, solvent abuse, spouse abuse, 
substance abuse

Typical features of compounding
the most productive WFP

all word-classes

recursion
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reduplication

the tendency to paraphrase

1.2.3 1.2.3 1.2.3 1.2.3 CCCConversiononversiononversiononversion    

a process of word formation which involves a 
change in the functioning of a word from one word class to 
another, usually without any morphemic changes

solid to
solidify -ify

dry
to dry fax

to fax

major minor

Major conversion

verbs converted into nouns cheat, clap, construct, 
cure, dispute, doubt, drink, drop, export, extract, import, 
impress, insert, laugh, overestimate, overlap, permit, 
produce, rebel, reject, smoke, stop bus stop , 
transfer, transport, tune, walk, whistle, work
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nouns converted into verbs to accent, to 
author, to baby125, to beggar126, to blackwash, to bottle, to 
bridge127, to bully, to butter128, to cashflow, to chair, to 
claw129, to coffee, to contact, to download, to elbow, to 
email, to experiment, to father130, to flip-flop, to glue, to 
gold-plate, to graffiti, to greenlight, to group, to 
hammer131, to handbag, to head, to house, to impact, to 
implement, to instrument, to juice, to kebab, to knife, to 
lawyer, to mouth, to outline, to paint, to progress, to rat 
run, to retail, to salt, to sand132, to ship, to ski, to skin, to 
switch, to text, to time, to tutor, to understudy, to water, to 
workshop, to wrist (e.g. She wristed the ball over the 
net.133) Can we microwave it?;  

• nouns converted into adjectives A-list, coronal
junk food killjoy rubbish explanation 

adjectives converted into verbs (including 
comparatives) to abstract, to appropriate, to better, to 

Wars that beggar a nation

to butter somebody’s piece of bread 

to sand icy/slippery roads to make something smoother with 
sandpaper 
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calm, to clean, to concrete, to dry, to empty, to faint, to 
lower, to perfect, to smooth, to tidy, to wet

adjectives converted into nouns compact

formal changes
Phonetic changes

s z
s z

' '
' '

Orthographic (spelling) changes
s c

Minor conversion

• prepositions converted into verbs  That kind of 
remark only ups the stress for everyone;

• prepositions converted into nouns  You get both ups 
and downs.

• modal verb converted into a noun Seeing that play 
is an absolute must. The film is an absolute must for 
all lovers of Westerns

• conjunction converted into a noun  But me no buts!
That’s a very big if.

• conjunction converted into a verb But me no buts!
• interjection converted into a noun doo-wop;
• prefix converted into an adjective mega, super;
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• the conversion of a sub-class of proper noun to 
common noun Has anybody seen my 
Galsworthy? she has 
two Ferraris

• whole phrases may be converted
into adjective compounds I really fancy 

one of those four-wheel-drive cars. Why don’t you 
have a word with that good-for-nothing brother of 
his? It was a fly-on-the-wall documentary;

• whole phrase converted into a noun
thirtysomething.

slow

He is a slow bowler. 
Go slow.
Slow down the car, please. 
Mr. Slow is a popular children’s book.135

not to confuse it with homonymous pairs fast1

fast2

typical features of conversion

dock, down, help, house, land, 
milk, stop, up, work bottle, 
elbow, empty, export, father, impact, lecture, muscle, 
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widow

appropriate, coronal, understudy

essential

'import im'port

some help/water – to 
help/water 

haus hauz

1.2.4 1.2.4 1.2.4 1.2.4 Ways of sWays of sWays of sWays of shortening hortening hortening hortening     

A Theory of Conversion in English 
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be – bee, file – file wind wind 

1.2.4.1 Blending 
Independence referendum indyref

Slacktivism
slactivism slackervism

slacker activism

belfie  buttocks/bottom/behind + selfie
chocoholic chocolate + alcoholic

Selected Chapters on English 
Lexical Semantics 

clicktivism
activism

-aholic/-(o)holic chataholic, 
cinemaholic, pepsiholic, shopaholic, wowaholic Alcoholic

workaholic
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docudrama documentary + drama
ebrary electronic + library 
glamping glamorous + camping 
Inviskin  invisible + skin
telfie tummy + selfie
webinar World Wide Web + seminar

blending a process of 
a simultaneous joining, reduction and amalgamation of the 
matrices of the bases within the selected combinatory 
possibilities of the joint matrix and the boundaries of the 
(relative) recognizability of the residues of the motivating 
bases of the new naming unit

docuhistory, docufantasy, docu-musical, or 
docusoap
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splinters

-burger hamburger
beefburger, cheeseburger, chickenburger, fishburger -ercise

exercise boxercise,  dancercise, sexercise -licious
delicious babelicious, beautilicious, fabulicious

-tainment entertainment eatertainment, 
infotainment, militainment -zine magazine
fanzine, letterzine, webzine

-crat,  
-omics/-omix burger, zine .

language economy
colloquial alcoholiday, fantabulous, garbage, 

slanguage professional discourse
fertigation, molecism, netiqette, stagflation fiction

slithy  slimy + lithe chortle from 
chuckle + snort

Alice in Wonderland
neutral expressions

Amtrack brunch, liger, smog, zonkey
trademarks

Dormobile dormitory 
+ automobile Spork spoon + fork

language economy
creativity and 

playfulness
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1. Structural typology 
2. Typology according to the number of stems 
3. Typology of the bases 
4. Typology of the syntactic relationships between the 

bases. 

Structural typology

a) Telescoped blends 

foolosophy fool + philosophy , 
liger lion + tiger , motel motor + hotel , 

positron positive + electron burble 
bubble + murmur fertigation fertilization + 

irrigation glocalisation globalisation + localisation
b) Fused blends 

blog web page + log , brunch 
breakfast + lunch cineplex cinema + multiplex

jazzercise jazz + exercise Oxbridge/Camcord, 
Calexico/Mexicali

c) Blending across collocations 

learning a living learning + earning a living
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Peter Panic Peter Pan red tapeworm redtape 
+ tapeworm

d) Lexical units structurally not qualifying as blends

Interpol international + police , 
sitcom situation + comedy

Typology according to the number of stems 

turducken turkey + duck + chicken magnox 
magnesium + no + oxidation

Typology of the bases

awkword awkward + word
Yinglish Yiddish + English

autocide 
automobile + suicide

knife + fork
knork positive + electron
positron fantastic + delicious 

fantalicious
guess + estimate guesstimate misunderstand + 

underestimate misunderestimate
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docu'tainment document + enter'tainment
slim'nastics slim + gym'nastics

Typology of the syntactic relationships of the bases 

boxercise boxing + 
exercise docudrama document + drama

What kind of? boxercise 
, docudrama 

brunch carplane 
car + aeroplane

the varying degree of semantic 
recognisability

totally transparent docudrama, webliography
less transparent brunch, dawk  nearly semantically 
opaque blog, glamping utterly opaque prissy

typical 
features of blending

shortening 

fusion/amalgamation
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non-predictability choice of
constituents order

length

predictability in stress pattern

various degrees of recognisability 

a heterogeneous group
blendability

autosemantic words
nouns

splinters

1.2.4.2 Clipping 
app nick

a lexeme of more than one syllable is reduced 
to a shorter form

while still retaining the same meaning 
and still being a member of the same form and word class

gasoline
gas
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a change of stylistic register
ad fan bus, 

plane, prof, lab flu
unpredictability

• the beginning of the base
lexeme to be retained ad 

bi binocs
decaf deli

jumbo  lab medic 
memo  mic 

mimeo narc
porn

•
Cong

’fro loid Yard

• the middle of the word is 
retained
jams shrink

Clipped compounds.
op art org-man 

showbiz
edbiz
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ad hoc

bodbiz, Chicom, 
Comsymp, Intelsat, midcult, pro-am, sci-fi sitcom

parylene 
phorate prepreg 

typical features of 
clipping

shortening

monosyllabism
class-maintaining process
stylistic charge

non-predictability of the retained element

autosemantic words
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1.2.4.3 Back-formation 
 word of the year for 2014

vape vapour

air-condition air-conditioner

brainwash brainwashing

commentate commentator

diagnose diagnosis

donate donation

edit editor

emote emotion

enthuse enthusiasm

intuit intuition

lase laser

laze lazy craze/crazy  

legislate legislation

legitimise legitimate

oneupman oneupmanship

paramedic paramedical

rotovate rotovator

sightsee sightseeing

surreal surrealist
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televise television

back-formation is a process 
of word formation in which what is thought to be a suffix 
(and occasionally a prefix) is removed. 

-tion
ion -ar, -er, -or, -ing

verbs

reduction process

free lexical morphemes

back-formation
is a class-changing process

1.2.4.4 Acronyming and initialisms 

Abbreviation
abréviation
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abbreviatio/abbreviationis 
kg

MA  EU

SPQR
Senatus Populusque Romanus

INRI Iesus Nazaraeus Rex Iudaeorum

 IMP CAES Imperator Caesar

AD Anno Domini
BC Before Christ

symbolic abbreviations

c.c.

.s.d.
Librae, solidi, et 

dinari Lexical 
abbreviations 

1. Initialism – 
BBC

2. Acronym – 
NATO
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3. Clipping – pro
professional phone telephone

4. Blend – 
brunch breakfast  lunch

Oxbridge Oxford Cambridge

5. variations and hybrids of these basic types: 
a) both initialisms and acronyms: VAT

b) forms that look one type but behave like another: 
WHO 

POW 

c) part-initialism, part-acronym: VTOL
CD-ROM

d) combinations of letter groups and clippings: ARP 
Anet

e) initialisms adapted as acronyms: GLCMs 
SLCMs

Initialism

BBC CD
EU PC SOS

Time
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UK, USA, USSR

AAA 
G.R.S.M. 

GLCMs SLCMs

Acronym ákros ónuma

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
radar radio detection and 

ranging
NATO UNESCO

laser radar

a) Letter acronyms NATO, RAM 
laser radar, WIMPs 

b) Syllabic acronyms Asda 
sitcom

c) Hybrids CoSIRA
MATCON 

semi-acronyms
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BBC

CCAT 

Mnemonic acronyms are very often homonymous with 
pre-existing words that help fix events and ideas in 
people’s minds: 

SALT 
SQUID 

Slogan acronyms are parasitic lon existing words, coined to 
label a cause and send a message at the same time: 

ALOHA 
ASH 
DUMP 
NOW 

AIDS
A

ARC DIFA

Can START be stopped?

A ConCERNed Pope
CERN

Orthography has been influenced 
by the pronunciation of letter acronyms
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two tendencies
NATO N.A.T.O.

radar RADAR laser
LASER

radar
radar RADAR

UNESCO
U.N.E.S.C.O.

Unesco

• BBC baseball club, basketball club, 
British Broadcasting Corporation, bromo-benzyl-
cyanide

BC Bachelor of Chemistry, Bachelor of Surgery, 
bad character, bass clarinet, basso continuo, Battery 
Commander, battle cruiser, before Christ, bicycle club, birth 
certificate, board of control, boat club, Bomber Command, 
Borough Council, Boston College, bowling club, British 
Columbia, British Council, broadcast

 ad hoc
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1.2.5 1.2.5 1.2.5 1.2.5 CCCCoinageoinageoinageoinage    

An invented word or phrase and the process of inventing
coinage loan borrowing

coinage

googol

 aspirin nylon

kleenex xerox

1.2.6 1.2.6 1.2.6 1.2.6 MMMMultiple processesultiple processesultiple processesultiple processes    

problems with the project 

OCEL 
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have snowballed snowballed
snow ball 

snowball

lase
laser waspish attitudes

WASP

advocate test
advisory presidential

1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 AAAApproachespproachespproachespproaches    
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1.3.1 1.3.1 1.3.1 1.3.1 DDDDescriptivismescriptivismescriptivismescriptivism    

Descriptivism

descriptivists

Bloomfield descriptive grammar

1.3.2 1.3.2 1.3.2 1.3.2 PPPPrescriptivismrescriptivismrescriptivismrescriptivism    

Prescriptivism, 

prescriptive grammar 
prescriptions

proscriptions

I It is I
me It’s me  like

He behaved like he was in charge
He behaved as if he were in charge
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descriptive grammars generative grammars Descriptive 
grammars 

Generative grammars Chomsky

competence
performance

Authorities. 

•

•
•

•

•

English Usage British 
English Duden

Larousse
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Henry Watson Fowler

Fowler’s Modern 
English Usage
Concise Oxford Dictionary

Figure 5

Académie 
française
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IIIIIIII    PRACTICAL PART PRACTICAL PART PRACTICAL PART PRACTICAL PART     

derivation
prefixation suffixation

combined
compounds conversion

blending clipping
back-formation abbreviations

acronyms initialisms hybrids

G E N E R A L  T A S K SG E N E R A L  T A S K SG E N E R A L  T A S K SG E N E R A L  T A S K S   

1111 Identification of WFPs.

laze blot glickem

breakdown VAT bluejackets

netomania unbelievable INRI
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2222 Multiple processes.

snowballed

radar

untrustworthy

SALT

3333 Shortenings.

Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands 

political correctness 

mule, zebra 

dictionary, Wikipedia 

computer 

public house 

2.1 Derivatives2.1 Derivatives2.1 Derivatives2.1 Derivatives    

2.1.1 2.1.1 2.1.1 2.1.1 PrefixationPrefixationPrefixationPrefixationssss    

PREFIXES OF ATTITUDEPREFIXES OF ATTITUDEPREFIXES OF ATTITUDEPREFIXES OF ATTITUDE    
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EXERCISE 1EXERCISE 1EXERCISE 1EXERCISE 1 Which of the following words do not take 
prefix a-? Add correct attitude or negative prefixes to the 
odd words: 

connect           dependent          ice measure 

moral              political             sensual            septic 

sexual             social                symmetry         tie

typical  

EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2 The prefix ANTI- can be used with different 
meanings. Divide the following words formed with ANTI-
into two groups: 

1) when it means opposed to a particular system or practice 
or to a particular group of people or their policies, culture, or 
power
2) when it means intended to prevent something from 
happening or to destroy something harmful

    

EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3 Which of the following words do not take 
prefix ANTI-? Add the correct attitude or negative prefixes 
to the odd words: 
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EXERCISE 4EXERCISE 4EXERCISE 4EXERCISE 4 Which of the following words do not take the 
prefix COUNTER-? Add the correct attitude or negative 
prefixes to the odd words: 

  

EXERCISE 5EXERCISE 5EXERCISE 5EXERCISE 5 Divide the following words into two groups: 

1) the ones taking ANTI-,
2) the ones taking COUNTER-. 

PREFIXES of TIME and ORDER 
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EXERCISE 6EXERCISE 6EXERCISE 6EXERCISE 6 PRE- can be used with different meanings. 
Divide the following words formed with PRE- into two 
groups: 

1) when it means before, e.g. 

2) when it means already, e.g. 

EXERCISE 7EXERCISE 7EXERCISE 7EXERCISE 7 Which of the following verbs take FORE-
and which PRE-? 

    

EXERCISEEXERCISEEXERCISEEXERCISE 8888 FORE- can be used with different meanings. 
Divide the following words formed with FORE- into two 
groups: 

1) when it means before, e.g. 

2) when it means the front, e.g. 
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EXERCEXERCEXERCEXERCISE 9ISE 9ISE 9ISE 9 Not only PRE- and FORE- but also ANTE-
have before as part of their meaning. Divide the following 
words into three groups: those taking PRE-, ANTE-, or 
FORE-. Are there any which can take more than one of the 
prefixes? 

EXERCISE 10EXERCISE 10EXERCISE 10EXERCISE 10 Prefix RE- added to a verb indicates that an 
action is done or happens a second time. In which of the 
following words may RE- have a different meaning? What 
is the meaning of the odd word? 

reappear rebuild reconsider reconstruct 

recover recreate redefine rediscover 

redistribute re-examine release remarry 

remove rename reopen reprint 

re-read research reserve resolve 

restart restrain reunite rewrite 
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NUMBER PREFIXESNUMBER PREFIXESNUMBER PREFIXESNUMBER PREFIXES 

EXERCISE 11EXERCISE 11EXERCISE 11EXERCISE 11 BI- can be used with different meanings. 
Divide the following words formed with BI- into two 
groups:

1) when it means two, e.g. bicycle

2) when it means twice, e.g. biweekly

What are the two possible meanings of the following 
sentence: "The film festival takes place biyearly"? 

a) ........................................... b) ..................................... 

EXERCISE 12EXERCISE 12EXERCISE 12EXERCISE 12 Words with both DEMI- and SEMI- have 
half as part of their meaning. Divide the following into two 
groups:

1) those which take DEMI-,

2) those which take SEMI-.

EXERCISE 13EXERCISE 13EXERCISE 13EXERCISE 13 SEMI- can be used with different meanings. 
Divide the following words formed with SEMI- into two 
groups:
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1) when it means half, e.g. 

2) when it means partly, e.g. 

EXERCISE 14EXERCISE 14EXERCISE 14EXERCISE 14 Words with both  and  have 
many as part of their meaning. Choose which of the given 
prefixes can be used with the given word or stem: 

EXEREXEREXEREXERCISE 15CISE 15CISE 15CISE 15 Which of the following can take: 

1)  (meaning many), 

2)  (meaning one, single), 

3) either prefix? 
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EXERCISE 16EXERCISE 16EXERCISE 16EXERCISE 16 Both UNI- and MONO- have one, single as 
part of their meaning. Divide the following into two 
groups:

1) those which take UNI-,

2) those which take MONO-. 

EXERCISE 17EXERCISE 17EXERCISE 17EXERCISE 17 Give the defined words. If you find this task 
too difficult, match the definitions with the right words 
given under the exercise. Note that sometimes there are 
more words than definitions!

A. Note: words with OMNI- have all as part of their 
meaning. 
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A.A.A.A.  

B. Note: words with UNI- have one or single as part of 
their meaning. 

B.B.B.B. 

C. Note: words with TRI- have three as part of their 
meaning. 
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C.C.C.C.

EXERCISEXERCISEXERCISEXERCISE 18E 18E 18E 18 Match the number prefixes with their 
explanations: 
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2.1.2 Suffixation2.1.2 Suffixation2.1.2 Suffixation2.1.2 Suffixationssss    

EXERCISE 19EXERCISE 19EXERCISE 19EXERCISE 19 Fill in the table as shown in the example.  

For example: 

EXERCISE 20EXERCISE 20EXERCISE 20EXERCISE 20 Complete the given stems with the suffix 
the meaning of which is given next to it: 
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EXERCISE 21EXERCISE 21EXERCISE 21EXERCISE 21 -FUL can be used with different meanings. 
Divide the following words formed with -FUL into two 
groups: 

1) nouns

2) adjectives

EXERCISE 22EXERCISE 22EXERCISE 22EXERCISE 22 Form diminutives using one of the 
following suffixes: -ie/-y, -let, -ling. 

    

2.2.3 Prefixation and suffixation combined2.2.3 Prefixation and suffixation combined2.2.3 Prefixation and suffixation combined2.2.3 Prefixation and suffixation combined    

EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 23333 Fill in the following table as shown in the 
examples. In case more than one form exists, explain the 
difference in meaning – if any – between the forms. For 
example: 
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EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 24444   Fill in the blanks with words formed from 
the given stems: 
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EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 25555  Fill in the blanks with words formed from 
the given stems: 

1. My little son is always getting into trouble at school.  He's 
not very ... . OBEY 

2. Unfortunately, your illness is ... . CURE 

3. Steve was bitten by a ... snake. POISON 

4.  He is completely ... . Not only is he lazy but he is dishonest 
too. EMPLOY 

7. Don't leave any money lying around. He's ... . TRUST 

6. There will be no pay rise in the ... future. SEE 

7. Please don't tell lies. It is very ... . HONESTY 

8. I asked for directions but people were rather... . HELP  

9. My dog never does what it is told, it‘s very ... . OBEY 
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10. Of course it's a violet! It‘s colour and shape are ... . 
MISTAKE 

11. The editor said my poems were so bad they were ... . 
PRINT 

12.  You won't be paid much as a/an ... worker. SKILL 

13.  The car in front braked ... and I ran into it. EXPECT 

14.  "This is not a good essay," said the lecturer. "I find your 
arguments ... ." CONVINCE 

15. The factory was ... so the management tried to cut costs by 
making some work redundant. COMPETE 

EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 26666 Fill in the blanks with words formed from 
the given stems: 

1. Pushing into a queue is considered extremely ... . POLITE 

2. This is good quality leather, but actually very ... . EXPENSE 

3.  Don’t depend on him, he’s a very … person  RELY 

4. Those shoes are not waterproof. They are ... for the fall.   
SUIT 

5. Her parents ... her to apply for the job.  COURAGE 

6. Unfortunately Jim's bid for the 100 metre record was ... . 
SUCCEED 

7. Even if you're good at a game, you shouldn't be ... . 
CONFIDENT 

8. Water came through our roof but luckily my books were ... .  
DAMAGE 

9. 8:15 a.m. on Saturday is a rather ... time for an 
appointment.  CONVENIENT 
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10. The world of computers is extremely ... .   COMPETE 

11. We feel that the laws against begging should not be ... .  
FORCE 

12. Don't be so ...; we've only been waiting a few minutes. 
PATIENT 

13. Most people who work feel that they are ... . PAY 

14. People who suffer from ... should buy a pet. LONELY 

15. Barb is a good employee, and is very ... . CONSCIENCE 

EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 27777 Fill in the blanks with words formed from 
the given stems: 

1. My sister never stops talking! She's a very ... person.  TALK 

2. Please don't be so ...; I can't do all the work by myself. 
REASON 

3. The judge described Smith as a "... criminal" who was a 
danger to members of the public. HARD 

4. There are always mistakes because the firm is so ... .   
EFFICIENCY 

5. Nobody wears clothes like that anymore – they are terribly 
... . FASHION 

6. I'll always remember that journey – it was an ... experience.  
FORGET 

7. The new professor gave a most ... lecture to the students.  
IMPRESS 

8. When the miners were finally rescued they were ... .   
EXHAUST 

9. Everyone was  ... by the good news. HEART 
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10. His boss told him off because he had behaved ... . 
RESPONSE 

11. Arnold is very tall and ... . MUSCLE 

12.  Please make the cheque ... to Morton Brown.   PAY 

13.  I couldn't help it; the accident was ... . AVOID 

14.  This small car is ... for long journeys. SUIT 

15.  The villages in the mountains are quite ... during winter.  
ACCESS 

2.2 Compounds2.2 Compounds2.2 Compounds2.2 Compounds    

COMPOUND NOUNSCOMPOUND NOUNSCOMPOUND NOUNSCOMPOUND NOUNS  

EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 28888 Combine the words in capital letters with 
each word in the list below it, putting it either before or 
after according to the meaning. Explain the compound 
word you have formed in this way: e.g. POT tea — teapot = 
a pot for tea

BED BOOK DAY HEAD HOUSE 

bath address birth big coffee 

camp Case break dress boat 

oyster cheque dream figure hold 
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river coffee-table flag magnetic keeper 

twin cookery time office lower 

water guest pay publishing 

wetting phone wife 

reference 

stall 

talking 

token 

LAND MASTER TABLE TIME WORK 

father 
grazing 
mark 
lord 
promised 
slide 

bedroom 
head 
list 
key 
school 
piece 
plan 
old 

dressing 
high 
linen 
manners 
tennis 
wine 

bomb 
lag 
limit 
machine 
table 
prime 
question 
zone 

day    
social   
team 
permit 
shop 
stone 

EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 2EXERCISE 29999 Make as many compound nouns with 
and  as you can, using the words 

below. If you are uncertain what one of the compounds 
means, check in the dictionary: 

HIGH- MIDDLE- LOW- 

age 
heels 
rise 

church  
jump  
school  

class 
light 
season 

court  
name  
speed  

finger 
noon 
street 
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tide treason way weight 

EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE 30303030 What do the following compound nouns 
mean? 

A. short circuit shortcoming shortfall 

 short list shortbread shorthand 

B. double bass doubles double bed 

double-decker double-glazing  
    

EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 31111 Which of the following words can be used 
with both FIRST and SECOND to make compound 
nouns? And which form compound nouns only with 
FIRST or SECOND? Form all the compounds and explain 
their meaning: 

best born childhood class 

coming cousin floor lady 

language light name nature 

prize sight thoughts wind 

EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 32222 Expressions like walking shoes may mean 
either: 

1) shoes for walking, 

2) shoes which are walking, 
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.  

Decide which of the following are compound nouns: 

1. 100 degrees Centigrade is the boiling point 

2. Fetch some boiling water for our tea. 

3. Could I borrow a frying pan? 

4. Yesterday I bought a new pair of running shoes. 

5. I often fish in that running stream. 

6. My English professor is a walking dictionary. 

7. After the volcanic eruption, everything was covered with 
boiling lava. 

8. I need some writing paper, please. 

9. I spent the whole day writing a paper for my history class.  

10. Put it away, it is not drinking water. 

EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 33333 Combine the verbs with prepositions to 
form compound nouns. The meaning of the needed 
compound noun is given in brackets: 

(failure) (escape)

(important 
discovery)

(finish)

(cash-desk) (action against)

(reduction) (negative aspect)

(person who rejects 
society)

(radioactive dust)

feed... (comment) (parking at the side of a 
road)
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(printed information) (start)

(change) take...(purchase by another firm)

(change; money 
earned and spent)

(strike)

(secondary road) (information that is put in)

(start) (conclusion)

(place to sell) (forecast)

EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 34444 What is the difference in meaning between 
the following pairs? 

versus versus

versus versus

versus versus

versus 

COMPOUND ADJECTIVESCOMPOUND ADJECTIVESCOMPOUND ADJECTIVESCOMPOUND ADJECTIVES  

EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 35555 Fill in the blanks with the right words to 
form compound adjectives. If you find the exercise too 
difficult, look for the right words in the list below: 
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EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 36666 Join words from the list with the colours to 
form compound colour adjectives: 

Colours: 

    

EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 37777 Some compound adjectives are borrowed 
from foreign languages. Explain the meaning of the 
following compounds. Check their pronunciation in 
a pronouncing dictionary: 
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EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 38888 Match the compound adjectives from list A 
with the right nouns from list B: 

A. 

a la mode a priori ad hoc ad lib 

au fait avant-garde bona fide cordon bleu 

de jure de luxe ex gratia infra dig 

laissez-faire per capita prima facie sub judice 

B. 

    

EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 3EXERCISE 39999 In each of the following sentences there is a 
blank with a word just before it. Fill each blank with a 
word that combines with the one given in a way that fits 
the sentence. If you find the exercise too difficult, look for 
the right words in the list below: 
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1. He paid a lot of money for his FIRST-... ticket. 

2. She hasn't got much money to spend because she can find 
only a PART-... job. 

3. She looks rather severe but she is really a very KIND-... 
woman. 

4. My mother always gives her guests HOME-... cakes for tea. 

5. What I'd really like for breakfast is a nice NEW-... egg. 

6. We say that the SO-... "leader" of the group is just a petty 
tyrant. 

7. I have never had any painting lessons. I am entirely SELF-
....

8.  Peter always wears very WELL-... shoes. 

9. Our teacher isn't strict at all.  She is very EASY-.... 

10. To be honest, I enjoy eating in HIGH-... restaurants. 

11.  Please enclose a SELF-... envelope. 

12.  Everyone began the holiday in a LIGHT-... mood. 

13. This particular kind of LONG-... sheep can run quite fast. 

14. I think you would be ILL-... to sell the house at the present 
time.  

15. I much prefer having a drink in an OLD-... country club. 

ADDRESSED CALLED CLASS 

GOING HEARTED HEARTED 

LAID LEGGED MADE/BAKED 
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POLISHED PRICED TAUGHT 

TIME ADVISED FASHIONED 

COMPOUND VERBSCOMPOUND VERBSCOMPOUND VERBSCOMPOUND VERBS    

EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE 40404040 Join words from list A and list B to form 
compound verbs (transitive): 

A. blow court cross cross cross 

double double dry field force 

hand ill nick proof rubber 

sand ship spin spoon tape 

white 

B. check clean cross cuff dry 

dry examine feed feed glaze 

martial name paper read record 

reference stamp test treat wash 

wreck 
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2.3 Conversion2.3 Conversion2.3 Conversion2.3 Conversion    

Note: 

EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE 44441111 Read the following pairs of sentences. 
Recognize the word classes. Explain the differences, if any: 

a) Maria loves fast cars. ........................................................ 

b) I can‘t run very fast. ........................................................... 

c) One day a week he fasts for health reasons. ...................... 

d) Hundreds of prisoners began a fast in protest about 
prison conditions. ............................................................. 

e) Seamen in the Navy wear blue jackets. .............................. 

f) There were several bluejackets walking in front of us. 
...................................................... 

g) A hammer is a tool that can help you. ............................... 

h) He hammered the nails into the board with a crowbar. 
..................................................... 

He hammered the idea into our heads. ..............................

EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE 44442222        

A) Notice nouns (n), adjectives (adj), adverbs (adv), and 
conjunctions (conj) converted to VERBS (v) or NOUNS 
(n). Explain the differences, if any: 
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B) Think of other examples (use a dictionary if necessary): 

EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE 44443333 Create a noun and explain in English (or 
translate): 

Verbs converted to nouns Adjectives converted to nouns 

to call –  black –  

to catch – cold – 

to dress –  evil – 

to drink – female –

to jump – good –

to look – half –

to make – initial –

to make up – native –

to smile – private –
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(your example) (your example) 

..................  ...................  

EXERCISE 4EXERCISE 4EXERCISE 4EXERCISE 44444 Create nouns and explain differences, if 
any. 

beautiful

blind

dead 

English

good

EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE 44445555 Add suitable phrases. 

a small town 

heavier than air 

EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE 44446666 There are exceptions to the rule about no 
morphemic changes during conversion. For each of the 
examples, identify the type of change that occurred during 
the particular word formation process, e.g. z

s
Identify the word classes of all 

words in the exercise: 

advice – advise house – house good – the goods

initial – the 
initials – initial

blue jacket – 
bluejackets

break down – 
breakdown
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2.4 Blends2.4 Blends2.4 Blends2.4 Blends    

EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE 44447777 Give the originals of these blends, e.g. 
brunch = breakfast + lunch:

autobus Benelux  breathalyser 

cablegram Eurovision heliport 

Interpol motel newscast 

paratroops 
webinar 
celtuce 

telecast 
zebrule 
tigon 

smog 
plumcot 
liger 

    

EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE 44448888 Give the blends that result from fusing 
these words. If you find the exercise too difficult, match the 
blends given underneath with the right words, e. g.  blot = 
blemish + spot: 

binary digit blare or blow + spurt dumb + confound 

motor + 
pedal(cycle) 

transfer + resistor splash + spatter 
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EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE EXERCISE 44449999 Distinguish blended parts: 

Animals: 

cattalo 

liger 

tigon 

zebrass 

zebrule 

Plants: 

celtuce

plumcot

tangemon 

Other blends: 

smog smo og

smaze 

whiskoda 

2.5 Clips2.5 Clips2.5 Clips2.5 Clips    

lab, 
dorm, prof, exam gym, math
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EXERCISE 50 Give the original words from which these 
clipped words were formed, e. g.   ad – advertisement:

bike — bus — co-ed — coke — decaf — 

doc — exam — flu— fridge — gas — 

gent — grannie — lab — maths — mike — 

movie — phone — photo — plane — pop— 

vet — zoo — 

EXERCISE 51   Give clipped forms of the following words, 
e.g. cabriolet —cab: 

brassiere 
fanatic 
memorandum
perambulator
poliomyelitis 
promenade 
dance  
sergeant 

communist  
graduate (student)  
Metropolitan Opera  
permanent (hair wave)  
preparatory (school)  
public house  
taximeter cab 

dormitory 
grandmother 
pantaloons 
periwig 
professor 
San Francisco 
violoncello 

EXERCISE 52   First names are, in spoken language, more 
often used in their clipped than in their original forms. 
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Give clipped forms of the following names. In some cases 
more than one form is possible, e.g. Elizabeth — Betty:

Albert 
Benjamin 
Elizabeth 
Philip 
Thomas 

Alfred  
Charles, Charlotte 
Frederick 
Richard  
William 

Anthony 
Arnold 
Edmund, Edward, 
Edwin 
Nicholas 
Samuel 

EXERCISE 53   Match the clipped forms in list A with the 
full names in list B: 

A. 

Aggie 
Con 
Lu 
Prue 
Trixy 

Andy 
Debby 
Mabel 
Ray 
Vee 

Archie 
Dora 
Mae, May 
Tilda 

Bella 
Gene 
Net 
Tina 

Bert 
Lottie 
Nora 
Tish 

B.  

Agnes 
Antoinette 
Christina, 
Albertina 
Eugene 
Mary 
Theodora 

Andrew 
Arabella 
Constance 
Herbert 
Mathilda 
Veronica 

Archibald 
Beatrice 
Deborah 
Letitia 
Prudence 

Amabel 
Charlotte 
Eleonora 
Luisa 
Raymond 
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EXERCISE 54  Clipped words are formed not only from 
individual words but also from grammatical units, such as 
modifier + noun. Paratrooper, for example, is a clipped 
form of parachutist trooper. Give the original of these 
clipped words: 

Aframerican Amerindian Australasia 

comintern Eurasia maitre d´ 

medicare newsboy paratrooper 

2.6 Back2.6 Back2.6 Back2.6 Back----formationformationformationformationssss    

EXERCISE 55  Define back-formation in your own words. 
Give an example: ...................................................................... 

..................................................................................................... 

EXERCISE 5EXERCISE 5EXERCISE 5EXERCISE 56666   Recognize the part of speech and add the 
missing form: 

baby-sitter televise 

peddlar burgle 

brainwashing edit

sightseeing concentrate

celebration commentate

  hawk
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2.7 Abbreviations2.7 Abbreviations2.7 Abbreviations2.7 Abbreviations    

EXERCISE 5EXERCISE 5EXERCISE 5EXERCISE 57777  The most frequent English abbreviations
and their (possible) meanings. Fill in the gaps: 

AA 1. Alcoholics .................................

2. Automobile ...............................

3. anti-.................................

4. Associate in Arts ( len kolégia umení)

A & R assembly and ................................

(montážno-opravársky) 

AAR 1. against all risks 
(pois . proti každému nebezpe enstvu)

2. ........................... of American Railroads 

A.C. 1. aircraftsman ( len leteckej posádky) 
2. Alpine Club (alpinistický klub) 
3. alternating ................. (el. striedavý prúd) 
4. lat. ante Christum = before Christ 
5. lat. ante cibum = before meals 
6. Area Code (práv. oblastný zákonník) 
7. Athletic ................................. 

acc. 1. acceleration (zrýchlenie) 
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2. acceptance (prijatie, akceptovanie, súhlas),  
accepted (prijatý, akceptovaný, schválený) 

3. ................................. (pod a) 

4. ................................. (ú et) 

5. accumulator (akumulátor) 

6. ............................ (gram. akuzatív) 

CAR  Civil Air R.................................s  
(predpisy pre civilnú leteckú dopravu) 

C.B. 1. Companion of the Bath (BrE vyznamenanie): 
 rytier rádu kúpe a 
2. confinement to barracks (voj. kasárenská väzba)  
3. county borough (Br. town/city having  
50,000 inhabitants) 

C.B.E. Commander of the .................. of the British 
Empire  
(vyznamenanie rytier Radu Britského impéria) 

coll. 1. collateral (postranný, súbežný, ved ajší), napr. 
collateral damage 

2. collect (zbiera ; inkasova ); collected (zobraný; 
inkasovaný); collection (zbierka); collective 
(kolektív, kolektívny) 

3. colleague (kolega, kolegy a) 

4. collegiate (kolegiátny; len kolégia) 
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C.O.L. cost of living (náklady/výdavky na živobytie) 

Colo. Colorado (geogr. U.S. state and river) 

EXERCISE 58  Find all possible meanings of the following 
abbreviations: 

f.
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f.p. / F.P.

G.

H.P.

imp.

EXERCISE 59 Some acronyms are of Latin or French 
origin but are nonetheless very common in English. 
Pronounce the following acronyms, give their originals and 
their English meanings: 

AD
i.e. 

am 
NB 

CD 
p.a.

D.G.  
RIP 

e.g.  
RSVP 

etc. 
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2.7.1 Acrony2.7.1 Acrony2.7.1 Acrony2.7.1 Acronymsmsmsms    

EXERCISE 60 Acronyms pronounced as a word are very 
often used without knowing what the letters stand for. 

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organisation

Basic English 
OPEC 
UNICEF 

GATT  
SALT  
UNO 

laser  
UFO  
WASP 

radar 
UNESCO 

2.7.22.7.22.7.22.7.2    InitialismsInitialismsInitialismsInitialisms    

EXERCISE 61  Pronounce the following abbreviations and 
give their originals. Are they all ´clear´ initalisms?  

AA 
BA 
DC 
FAO 

A-
bomb 
BC 
DIY 
FBI 

AC  
CIA  
DJ 
GB 

A level 
c/o 
D. Litt.
GMT 

a.s.a.p.  
C.O.D. 
DNA 
GP 

b & b 
DC 
EEC/EU
HM HRH 

2.7.32.7.32.7.32.7.3    HybridsHybridsHybridsHybrids    

EXERCISE 62 Pronounce these acronyms and/or 
initialisms and give their originals: 

ID 
LP 
MP 
POW 
UK 

IMF
LSD
mph
PTO
UN

IOU  
MA 
MSc 
s.a.e. 
US

IQ 
MC 
OED 
SF 
VSO

IRA 
MD 
ono
TB 
wc 

LA 
MIT 
PO Box 
TV 
YMCA 
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IIIINDEXNDEXNDEXNDEX    
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D
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E
F

I

L

M

N

P

R

S
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